KeySecure 5 and 6 can be mounted on an older KeySecure 3b or 4 bracket using the Knox Adapter Plate Kit (KLS-AP). For the best mounting option for KeySecure 5 and 6, Knox also has and recommends our new KeySecure 5 and 6 fitted brackets (60˚ & 90˚), which have the same vehicle mounting bolt pattern as the old KeySecure bracket. There are three types of mounting brackets available: a 60˚ angle, a 90˚ angle, and a flat mount bracket. These solid steel brackets can be used for installing the KeySecure units in a vehicle or office.

**FEATURES**
- 3/8” plate steel construction
- Black industrial powder coating
- Will mount to either an older 90˚ angle or 60˚ angle KeySecure bracket

**MOUNTING DEVICE TO BRACKET PLATE**
Use at least three (3), 1/4”-20 x 1-5/8” length, Grade 8, Hex bolts (provided), to bolt the back plate of the unit through the flat mount bracket onto the support bracket (maximum head height of fasteners: 0.188”). Align brackets and back plate then insert fasteners from the back plate into the support bracket and tighten to snug.

*Do not place washers on the inside of the back plate.*
Hook the unit onto back plate and insert both #10-32 x 2” length socket cap screws (provided) and tighten to snug. Then insert the Tech Lock and stud into the unit and tighten to snug. Replace the Tech Lock cover and fasten with provided Torx screws.

**MOUNTING DEVICE TO FLAT MOUNT BRACKET**
Use at least four (4), 5/16”-18 x 3/4” length, socket cap screws (provided) to bolt the adapter bracket plate to the existing KeySecure 3b or 4 support bracket. Align adapter bracket slots and insert fasteners through the adapter bracket into the threaded holes in the support bracket and tighten to snug.

**ORDERING SPECIFICATIONS**
To ensure delivery of the Knox Adapter Plate Kit, Knox suggests using the following specification paragraph:

Knox Adapter Plate Mounting Kit consists of an Adapter Plate, Flat Mount Bracket, and essential hardware.

**Knox Adapter Plate Mounting Bracket constructed of 3/8” solid steel plate:**
- Dimensions: 5-1/2” H x 5-5/16” W x 3/8” Thick
- Weight: 3 lbs.
- Finish: Black Industrial powder coating
- Color: Black

**Knox Flat Mount Bracket constructed of 1-1/8” solid steel plate:**
- Dimensions: 5-9/32” H x 3-7/8” W x 1-1/8” Thick
- Weight: 3 lbs.
- Finish: Black Industrial powder coating
- Color: Black

**Adapter Plate Kit**
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STEP 1  Screw adapter plate to existing bracket using x4 5/16-18 x 3/4" flat head cap screws provided.

STEP 2  Align the KeySecure backplate and flat mount bracket against the adapter plate with all cabling routed through the cable channel. Insert x3 of the 1/4"-20 x 1-5/8" Grade 8 Hex head screws from the back plate through the bracket, into the adapter plate then tighten to snug and Loctite. Do not place washers on the inside of the back plate.

STEP 3  Plug in the power and ethernet cable, if used, into the unit. Hook KeySecure onto the back plate and insert both #10-32 x 2" length socket cap screws (provided with KeySecure unit) and tighten to snug. Ensure a relaxed tension on mounted cables.

STEP 4  Insert Tech Lock and stud into the KeySecure, tighten to snug. Replace the Tech Lock cover and fasten with provided Torx screws.